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Saki the Succubus Hungers Tonight Vol. 1
The newest manga from the blockbuster creator behind Gantz and Inuyashiki! Don't miss this intense science fiction tale of epic proportions.
Rei dreams of becoming a big-ticket film director, but when he stumbles into a chance meeting with a busty adult film star, his high school life
takes a turn for the strange. Not only does his favorite porn star like him, she gains the power to grow to an enormous, towering size! Is alien
technology to blame? Time travel? The end of the world? All manner of bizarre trouble lies ahead, and a gigantic, gorgeous woman is just the
tip of the iceberg!

Monster Wrestling: Interspecies Combat Girls
Beauty truly is in the eye of the beholder! From elves to succubi to cyclopes and more, the Yoruno Gloss reviewers are here to rate the redlight delights of all manner of monster girlsThe only thing is, they can never agree on which species are the hottest!

Interspecies Reviewers, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Yuu is now living with his new big sister-an inhuman being he encountered in his uncle's basement! It's the middle of summer, and the two of
them are enjoying their days, playing in the garden, splitting watermelons, and taking naps together. Life as a family is simple yet pleasant for
these unlikely siblings. Little by little, their bond seems to grow stronger, but Yuu has got an uneasy feeling he just can't shake
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Delicious in Dungeon
Saki-chan is a beautiful young woman and just a little naive. She may seem harmless as she wanders the streets, but beware--she's a brandnew succubus who thrives on the lust of men! She's justnot very good at it yet. When she finds herself with an opportunity to move in with a
30-something man who's never slept with a woman before, she takes it, just like she'll take him!

Monster Wrestling: Interspecies Combat Girls, Vol. 3
Goblin Slayer joins Cow Girl on what was supposed to be a typical delivery expedition only to be ambushed by a horde of goblins. And what's
more, this ambush appears to be the work of the Unpraying! Meanwhile, Goblin Slayer's party continues adventuring in his absence. Per a
handout from Apprentice Cleric, they head for the snowy mountains to the north, a region locked in a perpetual winter under the control of an
ice sorceress

Plunderer
The second volume of the ultimate guide to monster girls which has taken the fandom by storm! The definitive source guide for the entire
monster girl genre! Told from the perspective of a wandering scholar of monsters, this tantalizing tome includes 100 gorgeous full-color
illustrations of seductively-dangerous monster girls. Replete with fascinating lore, elaborate bios, and intricate descriptions, this book has
everything you ever wanted to know about monster girls, and more. From centaurs to succubi, from mermaids to slimes--if it’s a monster girl
you seek, you will find her within these pages!

Interspecies Reviewers, Vol. 4
While Madoka continues to deliberate over the decision to join Akemi as a magical girl, her best friend, Sayaka, seizes the chance to wish for
the recovery of the boy she loves. But when Sayaka is caught in a territory dispute with a more experienced (and more deadly) magical girl
named Kyouko, Madoka is reminded that being a magical girl is more than a matter of donning a frilly costume and fighting evilit is also a
matter of life and death!

Sundome
When his mentor is injured, novice linguist Hakaba is appointed to take over the professor's research in the Netherworld! Though Hakaba has
studied the languages of werewolves, lizardpeople, and other Netherworld races from afar, this will be his first field experience coming face-toface with those so many of his fellow humans have dubbed "monsters." Guided by Susuki, the professor's half-werewolf daughter (?!),
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Hakaba begins his quest for a greater understanding of the ways people of the Netherworld communicate-even if it does get a bithairy at
times!

MaMaMa: Magical Director Mako-chan's Magical Guidance
A two-hundred-year-long nap has left Mariela the only alchemist in town-except that's a secret she definitely won't be sharing. In order to hide
her true origins, she's going undercover as a chemist in the hopes of staying off the radar. While preparing to obtain her guild license and
eventually open her own apothecary, Mariela begins to connect with residents of the Labyrinth City. Slowly but steadily, it starts to feel more
like homeIs her dream of a quiet life finally within reach?

Puella Magi Madoka Magica
The "Roman Club," a school group interested in the occult, to which he's practically enslaved, has become boring for one Hideo Aiba. Until a
girl named Kurumi Sahana shows up and wants to join up. But Sahana is no ordinary girl When the two are left alone in the club classroom,
Kurumi makes a special "request" of Hideo From that moment on, Hideo's dull life gets far morefrustrating.

Interspecies Reviewers
• THE SERIES? It’s back. • JON AND SUZE? Also back. • THE BANK? MUST BE TAKEN DOWN. • THIS ARC? THE LAST. Gasp! •
BULLET LISTS? How do you turn them off in Microsoft Word The highly anticipated return of the #1 New York Times bestselling
humor/romance series SEX CRIMINALS kicks off its final story arc. Praised for its emotionally compelling characters, taut storytelling, and
comedic genius, Time Magazine called it “the best comic of the year” upon launch. Since its debut, SEX CRIMINALS has garnered coverage
from such mainstream media outlets as Entertainment Weekly, Rolling Stone, NPR, and The Washington Post and won multiple awards. SEX
CRIMINALS follows the adventures of Suzie and Jon—a couple who discover they can stop time when they have sex. This final chapter sees
the reunion of writer MATT FRACTION (NOVEMBER, Hawkeye) and CHIP ZDARSKY (THE WHITE TREES, Daredevil). Select praise for
SEX CRIMINALS: Eisner Award-winning Best New Series Harvey Award-winning Best New Series #1 New York Times Bestseller #1 Amazon
Bestseller: Literary Graphic Novels Entertainment Weekly’s Must List Publishers Weekly Bestseller Rolling Stone’s “The 50 Best NonSuperhero Graphic Novels” List “Delightful and VERY not-safe-for-work.” —NPR “A precision-tuned screwball comedy on its surface, and that
surface is gorgeous, thanks to ZDARSKY’s ace sense of design and inventive color technique.” —TIME Magazine “An honest, heartfelt story
about relationships that was more John Hughes than John Holmes.” —USA Today “ZDARSKY’s fluid, brightly hued artwork is dense with
smutty gags, but this is a deeper, more understated comedy than it initially seems.” —The New York Times “Wildly imaginative, randy and
true…ZDARSKY’s staging, storytelling, and character designs make this even crazier. Great fun!” —Miami Herald
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Sex Criminals #26
Leslie J. Blair is a simple pig girl. She loves sushi, and she is trapped in a job that she hates. She lives with Trish, her best friend. In her
world, which is full of anthropomorphic creatures, with a totalitarian government that interferes in the personal lives of its citizens, up to the
point of allowing only relationships between individuals of the same race. The transgressors are punished. They are accused of being
unnatural! The hit Italian comic, an erotic fantasy, romantic suspense series by MIRKA ANDOLFO (Wonder Woman, HarleyQuinn, DC
Comics Bombshells) will bring you in a colorful but terrible world,where personal freedoms are superfluous. Follow Leslie on a breathtaking
plot,between thriller and fantasy with a touch of sensuality.

Konosuba: God's Blessing on This Wonderful World!, Vol. 2 (manga)
Line Notebook Cover Arts Designed Happy Birthday Gifts Black Cover Blank Line Notebook Journal Size 6in x 9in x 110 Pages Write in and
Journal Composition BookThis notebook is a wonderful daily lined notebook to write - draw - journal - take notes - make your lists - and much
more creativity!This is a simple and durable all-purpose daily notebook.There is plenty of room inside for writing notes - drawing - journaling doodling - making your lists - creative writing - school notes.This is the perfect and uniquely designed notebook you need! Wonderful as a gift
- present - or personal notebook!

Interspecies Reviewers
Kurimusubi Daisuke, a man fascinated by the complex zoology of monster girls in fiction, one day finds himself transported to a world full of
them! When he encounters an arachne named Neya who needs his help, Daisuke rushes to help her-which begins his new life of meeting
(and researching) the beautiful creatures around him. These monstrous ladies show him that he has a lot to learn, and Daisuke never
dreamed he'd be able to satisfy his passion for monster girls like this! This fantasy manga series for mature readers is perfect for fans of
Monster Girl Encyclopedia.

Heterogenia Linguistico, Vol. 1
In a world where an endless variety of humanoid species coexist, there's an equally endless variety of sexy shops for all your nightlife needs!
Join Stunk, Zel, and Crim on their erotic adventures as they sample the many deviant delights that the world of succubus joints has to offer!

Interspecies Reviewers, Vol. 3
AN ALL-OUT FANTASY SEXTRAVAGANZA! In a world where an endless variety of humanoid species coexist, there's an equally endless
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variety of sexy shops sure to satisfy your every carnal desire! But say you're spoiled for choice or you have a place in mind but you're not
sure if it'll live up to the hype. That's where the Interspecies Reviewers come in! These brave souls will dive crotch-first into the unknown and
write a review that tells it true. From time-traveling temptresses to poison-breathed basilisk babes, join Stunk, Zel, and Crim on their erotic
adventures as they sample the many deviant delights the world of succubus joints has to offer! Based on the hit manga series by Amahara!

Interspecies Reviewers, Vol. 3
It's Izuna's time to shine, please! The girls get trapped in a digital dungeon crawler, but Izuna ain't worried! She can get through these
advaadversaENEMIES in no time flat. Nothing's gonna slow her down--not explosive slimes, not cruel angels, nottentacles?! LET THE
GAMES BEGIN!

The Elder Sister-Like One
A hilarious interspecies comedy about a modern virgin and her roommate: a virgin-loving unicorn. Esuyama Emuko is a twenty-something
virgin by choice—in fact, she’s never had a boyfriend in her entire life. Her roommate is a unicorn, a mythical creature known for its attraction
to virgins. This unicorn, named Sea Urchin, adores Emuko, but sometimes Emuko wonders what she might be missing by avoiding romantic
love. And does Sea Urchin love Emuko a little too much?

Hunt
Sweaty horseplay, boozy leprechaun girls, and fishy sex via soul transfer may not be everyone's cup of tea, but the Interspecies Reviewers
aren't ones to back down from a romp. As Stunk and the gang start the New Year right with some auspicious lovemaking, Crim ends up the
target of some scheming witchcraft!

Unicorns Aren't Horny Vol. 2
Nene Yashiro has made a pact with "Hanako-san of the Toilet" aka Hanako-kun to hold off the curse that has been placed on her. To rescue
her friend from the clutches of one of the school's infamous Seven Mysteries, she and Hanako-kun infiltrate the Misaki Stairs. Presenting the
second volume of the retro horror romantic comedy--about an occult girl and an inhuman supernatural boy!

Monster Girl Encyclopedia
Can Tirol and Ryuuka win the Monster Wrestling World Tag tournament, or will the cerberus and the dragon tear each other apart first?!
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GIGANT Vol. 1
Ainz, the undead overlord, is in dire need of better information about the world he's found himself in, and to get it, he travels to the city of ERantel. Disguised as a mere adventurer, he accepts a mission to venture deep into an eerie forest, but the swirling shadow of intrigue hides
the road ahead

Idol Monster Girls
Licht and the gang find themselves face-to-face with the mysterious Demon of the Abyss, only to find that it's unlike any creature they've ever
seen. With rapidly rotating wings and a body of metal, this unknown flying object begins to wreak havoc on the town, forcing Licht to summon
his powers. In the midst of the chaos, a mysterious figure appears before Licht, and that person isyet another ace?!

Ubel Blatt
Whether it's bedding a genuine succubus, some female-knight role-playing, or an egg-laying kink, Stunk and his naughty gang go deep down
the righteous path of carnal desire! Even Crim, the bashful angel and a novice when it comes to bumping uglies, undergoes a dirty
transformation of their own!

Interspecies Reviewers, Vol. 1
STRONG AT HEART Warrior Woman’s combat stats are skyrocketingwhile her feminine charm keeps plummeting! She’d give anything for
Hero to like her, but between contending with a revenge-seeking Demon Lord general and a fierce battle breaking out in the Elven Forest,
she’s got her hands full. Will the day ever come when Hero turns to Warrior Woman for more than just her muscles?!

The Alchemist Who Survived Now Dreams of a Quiet City Life, Vol. 2 (manga)
After Crim meets some of their fellow angels, is this finally his chance to return to heaven? But something seems terribly off

Interspecies Reviewers: Ecstasy Days
With the possibility of starvation as a constant companion, Laios's party continues advancing deeper into the dungeon. The adventurers have
made it to the third floor, but only rotting zombies, ghastly spirits, living paintings, and golems await them--all of which are absolutely inedible.
The party has come this far by adapting and learning how to live off the dubious bounties of the dungeon. But how will they manage when
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even the meanest monster won't make a decent meal?

Goblin Slayer, Vol. 9 (light novel)
Line Notebook Cover Arts Designed Happy Birthday Gifts Black Cover Blank Line Notebook Journal Size 6in x 9in x 110 Pages Write in and
Journal Composition BookThis notebook is a wonderful daily lined notebook to write - draw - journal - take notes - make your lists - and much
more creativity!This is a simple and durable all-purpose daily notebook.There is plenty of room inside for writing notes - drawing - journaling doodling - making your lists - creative writing - school notes.This is the perfect and uniquely designed notebook you need! Wonderful as a gift
- present - or personal notebook!

Overlord, Vol. 2 (manga)
Naofumi Iwatani, an uncharismatic Otaku who spends his days on games and manga, suddenly finds himself summoned to a parallel
universe! He discovers he is one of four heroes equipped with legendary weapons and tasked with saving the world from its prophesied
destruction. As the Shield Hero, the weakest of the heroes, all is not as it seems. Naofumi soon finds himself alone, penniless, and betrayed.
With no one to turn to, and nowhere to run, he is left with only his shield. Now, Naofumi must rise to become the legendary Shield Hero and
save the world!

Creature Girls: a Field Journal in Another World
Whether it's bedding a genuine succubus, some female-knight roleplaying, or an egg-laying kink, Stunk and the other Interspecies Reviewers
go deep down the righteous path of carnal desire! But what's up with Crim? He's always wanted to visit a succubus, but now he's undergoing
some transformation?!

The Rising of the Shield Hero Volume 04
Interspecies Reviewers, Vol. 2 (light Novel)
It's not easy working at a school where the students are literally monsters, but Nurse Hitomi is always there for anyone in need. Whether it's a
winged student who just can't keep her feet on the ground, a girl who eats everything she can get her hands on (including fellow students!), or
a boy who has grown breasts overnight, Hitomi watches over them all with a caring eye. No matter what the problem, Nurse Hitomi is eager
to help!
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Babe in Boyland
After being transported to another world, Kazuma is joined by his allies Aqua the goddess, Megumin the magician, and Darkness the
crusader. As they conduct more missions to fulfill quests, like purifying a lake while fending off monstrous alligators, they also progress as
adventurers, receiving rewards from successful outings and skilling up. But one fateful day, one of the Demon King's terrifying dullahan
generals approaches their sleepy beginner city. And somehow, Megumin gets his attention straight away, or should we say, earns his wrath
What are they going to do?!

Rokka: Braves of the Six Flowers, Vol. 2 (light novel)
Tirol's star is on the rise, and her next opponent is Fururun the slime girl. A pushover at first glance, Fururun doesn't seem like muchbut could
she be lulling Tirol into a moist and dangerous embrace? New challenges await the Cerberus with a dream-including entry into the World Tag
Survival Monster Wrestling tournament!

Toilet-bound Hanako-kun
At last, Koinzell will have his first taste of revenge! After decades of anticipation, Köinzell finally squares off against the first of his former,
traitorous comrades, the "hero" Schtemwölech. Without the moons to fuel his strength, though, is he up to the task of dispatching this
formidable opponent? More importantly, should he prevail, is he prepared to face the wrath of an empire robbed of one of its beloved knights
of the Order of the Seven Lances? An epic fantasy on the grandest of scales!

Who Says Warriors Can't be Babes? Vol. 2
In a world where humans and demi-humans coexist, the sport of monster wrestling is a major hit! Featuring monster girls competing in the
squared circle, a young half-Cerberus named Tirol dreams of becoming a pro monster wrestler herself! But will she ever debut in the big
leagues when she's had fifteen straight losses?

Nurse Hitomi's Monster Infirmary Vol. 2
Natalie boldly goes where no girl has gone before in this fresh, funny peek inside the male mind! Natalie writes the relationship column for her
high school newspaper. Then she is accused of knowing nothing about guys and giving girls bad relationship advice, so she decides to
disguise herself as a guy and spend a week at Underwood Academy, the private all-boys boarding school in town. And in the process, she
learns about guys, though in ways she never expected. But when she starts to fall for her dreamy roommate, things get even more
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complicated. The fun doesn't stop in this light, lively offering for teen girls.

Interspecies Reviewers
Mako-chan is striving to become a professional witch, but before she can graduate from school, she must travel to the human world to
complete her studies. It is there she meets a lewd young man named Onodera Junji, whose intentions for Mako-chan are far from pure! Can
Mako-chan's magical skills transform a pervert like Junji into a good person or is her witchy career over before it's begun?!

Monster Wrestling: Interspecies Combat Girls
Sweaty horseplay, boozy leprechaun girls, and fishy sex via soul transfer may not be everyone's cup of tea, but the Interspecies Reviewers
aren't ones to back down from a romp. As Stunk and the gang start the New Year right with some auspicious lovemaking, Crim ends up the
target of some scheming witchcraft!

No Game No Life, Please!, Vol. 2
Enemies withoutand an enemy within. After escaping the impostor's trap, the newly assembled Braves of the Six Flowers set off to fight the
Evil God--only to find yet another person bearing the Crest! With the clock ticking down on the time until their fearsome enemy awakens, the
seven have no choice but to journey through the Howling Vilelands with a false hero among them. To make matters worse, a seemingly
invincible fiend commander with connections to several Braves attacks the divided group. They must work together to have even a hope of
defeating such an adversarybut how can they, when anyone could be the traitor?
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